!.), or simply £ ( / ) . Let h=d\i°T~xld\i\
we always assume that h is finite-valued a.e. An arbitrary function/is T' 1 !. measurable if and only if there is some 2-measurable function g so that g°T =f a.e. We would like to point out, however, that this function g need not be unique (a.e.) even if T is surjective. Indeed, if H denotes the support of h, and k is any measurable function, then k°T = 0 a.e. if and only if k is supported on X -H. Hence the equation g°T=f a.e. has a unique a.e. solution g for each r -1 2 measurable function if if and only if h > 0 a.e. on X. In particular, property (E4) of [4, p. 396 ] is false. In fact, we have the following example. 
If /and g are 2-measurable functions for which £ ( / ) and E(fg°T) are defined we have E(fg°T)=g°TE(f).
If B e 2 , we define 2 B as {CnB-.CeZ}, and L 2 (B) as those 2-measurable functions supported on B whose modulus squared has a finite integral over B.
Results. THEOREM 
Let A be the support of w(x)h(Tx). Then W T is normal if and only if
(i) A = support of w, (ii) T~1A=A and T~lZ A n 2 M = ^A, and (iii) w is r~' 2 measurable and h°T \w\ 2 = h |vw|
The statement that w is T~'2 measurable in part (iii) actually follows from (i) and (ii), but we include it for emphasis.
For ease during calculation, we assume that w(x)>0. The general complex case is easily deduced from our calculations! The proof in the case when A is all of X is enlightening so we will present it first. It follows from the following lemma. Proof Suppose that W T has dense range. If B is a measurable set of finite measure on which w is zero, then L 2 (B) is orthogonal to the range of W T and hence B must have zero measure. Since X is a-finite we have /x{tv = 0} =0. Let B e 2 have finite measure.
Since W T has dense range we may find a sequence {/"} of L 2 functions so that lim W T f n = XB> both in L 2 and a.e. Since //{w = 0} = 0, we have f n°T^> w~1x B a.e.
n-»w
Thus on any set B of finite measure W~1 X B is T~l~L measurable; hence w~l is r -1 2 measurable and therefore so is w. Since % B = lim W T f n a.e., B is also T~ll, measurable so that T- 1 
The right-hand side of (3) is 0 a.e. on X -A and by normality so is the r.h.s. of (2 
Normality follows immediately from (iii).
Special Cases: In case w = 1 we are considering a composition operator C T and Theorem 1 specializes to the following result. COROLLARY 
C T is normal if and only if
(i) T-1 ! = 2, and (ii) h = h°T>0a.e. This is the content of Lemma 2 of Whitley [6] , although he does not include the positivity of h in his statement (it follows from the proof).
COROLLARY 3 (BASTIAN [1]). Suppose that T is measure preserving. (a) If T is ergodic and non-invertible, then W T is not normal for any (non-zero) choice of w. (b) // n(X) < oo and T is invertible, then W T is hyponormal if and only if W T is normal.
Proof, (a) By Theorem 1, W T is normal iff w is T " 1 ! measurable and (apply C T to both sides of the equation appearing in condition (iii)) \w\ 2 is invariant under C T . Since T is ergodic, | w>| 2 must be constant. Since w is nonzero, A must be all of X. But T is non-invertible and measure-preserving;hence T~ll, cannot be all of 2, so that condition (ii) of Theorem 1 cannot hold.
(b) From Corollary 2 of (Lambert [4] ) we see that when T is invertible, hyponormality is equivalent to \w\ 2 
We claim thatg-^goT" 1 is the composition operatorg-*• g°T, i.e., that T 2 = I. Because w is non-zero a.e. we may divide both sides of the equality above by w and obtain
XT-'B=UXB°T~1
a.e.,
where U(x) = (hw ° T~l/w)(x). Composing with T we have U(x) is positive a.e. and hence so is U°T. Since B is arbitrary we must have T 2 = I and U° T = 1 a.e., so that (7 = 1 a.e. This shows that (a) and (b) must hold. The converse is immediate.
EXAMPLE. (Deborah Hart) It is not true that T~lI. = 2 implies that T is invertible as a transformation or that g-*g°T~1 is a composition operator. Consider ^ = {0,1}, 2 = {X, 0 } and 7(0) = T(l) = 0. T is measurable and T' 1 !. = 2 but T does not take the measurable set X to a measurable set. 
so that W T f = WrXef We may define a partial isometry V with initial space (ker L
